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Aftenposten

238 000
119 000

Subscribers
The largest subscription 
newspaper in Norway. 

150

Employees
Most are Oslo based, with 

correspondents in Brussels, the 
middle east, US and Russia.

Est. 1886 

Morning paper
Second most trusted news 

source in Norway



119 456
digital subscribers



Heavy news reading nation Converging strategies across market

The market

● Most people subscribed to several newspapers
● The largest site in Norway is a news site
● 83% of Norwegian population read news every day

● Response to dropping ad revenues
● First paywalls appeared in 2011
● By 2013 several newspapers had metered paywalls
● In 2015 Aftenposten and most local newspapers had paywalls
● Today 70% of readers hit one or more paywall a week



Strategic decision 
to go all in

Launch hybrid 1.0
Meter with freemium

Sponsored articles 
on Facebook

Tighter meter 
(8 to 6 articles per week)

Norwegian election: 
“Trump bump” tactics

Increase share of 
freemium on front Hybrid 2.0

Freemium with meter

Willingness to pay for 
online news: 

7%

Willingness to pay for 
online news: 

17%





Content is our primary acquisition driver in digital 
channels

Paywall



Our way of work has evolved around that content

Day-to-day

➔ What content is converting right now? 
➔ What changes can we make to this content to make it convert even better?
➔ What’s being published the next couple of weeks? 

Medium-term 
planning

➔ What are our plans for the next three months?
➔ What can we do with specific articles or stories we are breaking outside of just publishing?
➔ What can we move around to ensure steady conversions?

Strategic 
collaboration

➔ What areas are we not covering that might be profitable?
➔ What is the next type of content we could put behind paywall?



A prerequisite for doing this is that we 
have tools to monitor our users’ signals 

Insight: 
Real-time conversion

Oracle:  
Recommendation engine 
about whether article should 
be premium or on meter

Curate:
Automatization of ap.no

Day-to-day



% of paid content on top

Sales the last 30 minutes

Top three articles the last 
30 minutes

Top five articles today

Total sales today against 
target

Details on sources



A prerequisite for doing this is that we 
have tools to monitor our users’ signals Day-to-day



Commercial and editorial work together 
in prioritizing stories three months aheadMedium-term 

planning



Strategic 
collaboration

Developing existing content areas

Renewal % new subscribers Early cancellations



Strategic 
collaboration

Developing approach to paywall



Strategic 
collaboration

Developing new content areas



Today’s model

Metered content | ≅74%

Not exclusive

Larger new stories

Content sharing

Short articles

Users can read 6 articles 
per week

Paid content | ≅26%

Exclusive stories

Analysis of news

Short films

Commentary

Magazine content

This content is only for 
subscribers



Today’s model



Reach and intent are important factors

Sales from Facebook ads Generated ⅓ of sales 
on our election tools



Our recent campaign was planned out around the 
election

Election 
day

9. sep

Campaign period: 
- News room prepare articles they 

believe will sell
- Consumer business do 

extraordinary retention efforts 
(quiz, editorial onboarding)

Day after election: 
- Meter manipulation
- High rate of premium stories on 

front page, planned to convert  
subscribers 

- Email offers

Pre-election day:
- Publication of “valgomat” 

and other editorial services
- Branding campaign

sales campaign

branding campaign



Campaigns are effective growth drivers

801 sales

1656 sales

751 sales

343 sales

340 sales

577 sales

Exclusive news story

During our summer campaign these 
articles were published:

Moving portraits Magazine special on sex



Priorities for 2020

Engagement | Understanding how we can leverage all 
signals to decrease likelihood of subs 
churning.

Creating more high-value snackable 
content like quizzes and audio content

Acquisition | Experiment with podcast content behind 
paywall.

Back to old school tactics: 
Feet-on-the-streets sales

Partnerships with non-competing brands 
in prospecting for new audiences

Two reporters have been hired to explore 
new content area “parenting”.
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Thank you


